
ON THREE WAYS OF WRITING FOR CIIlLDREN 

I think there are three ways in which those who write for chil
dren may approach their work; two good ways and one that is 
generally a bad way. 

I came to know of the bad way quite recently and frotn two 
unconscious witnesses. One was a lady who sent me the MS 
of a story she had written in which a fairy placed at a child's 
disposal a wonderful gadget. I say 'gadget' because it was not 
a magic ring or hat or cloak or any such traditional matter. It 
was a machine, a thing of taps and handles and buttons you 
could press. You could press one and get an ice cream, another 
and get a live puppy, and so forth. I had to tell the author hon
estly that I didn't much care for that sort of thing. She replied, 
'No more do I, it bores me to distraction. But it is what the 
modern child wants.' My other bit of evidence was this. In my 
own first story I had described at length what I thought a rather 
fine high tea given by a hospitable faun to the little girl who was 
my heroine. A man, who has children of his own, said, 'Ah, I 
see how you got to that. H you want to please grown-up readers 
you give them sex, so you thought to yourself, "That won't do 
for children, what shall I give them instead 1 I know I The little 
blighters like plenty of good eating.'" In reality, however, I 
myself like eating and drinking. I put in what I would have 
liked to read when I was a child and what I still like reading 
now that I am in my fifties. 

The lady in my first example, and the married man in my 
second, both conceived writing for children as a special depart
ment of 'giving the public what it wants'. Children are, of 
course, a special public and you find out what they want and 
give them that, however little you like it yourself. 
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The next way may seem at first to be very much the same, 

but I think the resemblance is superficial. This is the way of 
Lewis Carroll, Kenneth Grahame, and Tolkien. The printed 
story grows out of a story told to a particular child with the 
living voice and perhaps e% tempor~. It resembles the first way 
because you are certsinly trying to give that child what it wants. 
But then you are dealing with a concrete person, this child who, 
of course, differs from all other children. There is no question 
of 'children' conceived as a strange species whose habits you 
have'made up' like an anthropologist or a commercial traveller. 
Nor, I suspect, would it be possible, thus face to face, to regale 
the child with things calculated to please it but regarded by 
yourself with indifference or contempt. The child, I am certain, 
would see through that. In any personal relation the two parti
cipants modify each other. You would become slightly different 
because you were talking to a child and the child would be
come slightly different because it was being talked to by an 
adult. A community, a composite personality, is created and 
out of that the story grows. 

The third way, which is the only one I could ever use myself, 
consists in writing a children's story because a children's story 
is the best art-form for something you have to say: just as a 
composer might write a Dead March not because there was a 
public funeral in view but because certsin musical ideas that 
had occurred to him went best into that form. This method 
could apply to other kinds of children's literature besides 
stories. I have been told that Arthur Mee never met a child and 
never wished to: it was, from his point of view, a bit ofluck that 
boys liked reading what he liked writing. This anecdote may be 
untrue in fact but it illustrates my meaning. 

Within the species 'children's story' the sub-species which 
happened to suit me is the fantasy or (in a loose sense of that 
word) the fairy tale. There are, of course, other sub-species. 
E. Nesbit's trilogy about the Bastable family is a very good 
specimen of another kind. It is a 'children's story' in the sense 
that children can and do resd it: but it is also the only form in 
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which E. Nesbit could have given us so much of the humours 
of childhood. It is true that the Bastable children appear, 
successfully treated from the adult point of view, in one of her 
grown-up novels, but they appear only for a moment. I do not 
think she would have kept it up. Sentimentality is so apt to 
creep in if we write at length about children as seen by their 
elders. And the reality of childhood, as we all experienced it, 
creeps out. For we all remember that our childhood, as lived, 
was immeasurably different from what our elders saw. Hence 
Sir Michael Sadler, when I asked his opinion about a certain 
new experimental school, replied, 'I never give an opinion on 
any of those experiments till the children have grown up and 
can tell us what really happened.' Thus the Bastable trilogy, 
however improbable many of its episodes may be, provides 
even adults, in one sense, with more realistic reading about 
children than they could find in most books addressed to adults. 
But also, conversely, it enables the children who read it to do 
something much more mature than they realize. For the whole 
book is a character study of Oswald, an unconsciously satiric 
self-portrait, which every intelligent child can fully appreciate: 
but no child would sit down to read a character study in any 
other form. There is another way in which children's stories 
mediate this psychological interest, but I will reserve that for 
later treatment. 

In this short glance at the Bastable trilogy I think we have 
stumbled on a principle. Where the children's story is simply 
the right form for what the author has to say, then of course 
readers who want to hear that, will read the story or re-read it, 
at any age. I never met The Wind in the Willows or the Bastable 
books till I was in my late twenties, and I do not think I have 
enjoyed them any the less on that account. I am almost in
clined to set it up as a canon that a children's story which is 
enjoyed only by children is a bad children's story. The good 
ones last. A waltz whichyou can like only when you are waltzing 
is a bad waltz. 

This canon seems to me most obviously true of that particular 
... , 
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type of children's story which is dearest to my own taste, the 
fantasy or fairy tale. Now the modem critical world uses 'adult' 
as a term of approval. It is hostile to what it calls 'nostalgia' and 
contemptuous of what it calls 'Peter Pantheism'. Hence a man 
who admits that dwarfs and giants and talking beasts and 
witches are still dear to him in his fifty-third year is now less 
likely to be praised for his perennial youth than scorned and 
pitied for arrested· development. If I spend some little time 
defending myself against these charges, this is not so much 
because it matters greatly whether I am scorned and pitied as 
because the defence is germane to my whole view of the fairy 
tale and even of literature in general. My defence consists of 
three propositions. 

1. I reply with a tu quoque. Critics who treat adult as a term 
of approval, instead of as a merely descriptive term, cannot be 
adult themselves. To be concerned about being grown up, to 
admire the grown up because it is grown up, to blush at the 
suspicion of being childish; these things are the marks of child
hood and adolescence. And in childhood and adolescence they 
are, in moderation, healthy symptoms. Young things ought to 
want to grow. But to carry on into middle life or even into early 
manhood this concern about being adult is a mark of really 
arrested development. When I was ten, I read fairy tales in 
secret and would have been ashamed if I had been found doing 
so. Now that I am fifty I read them openly. When I became a 
man I put away childish things, including the fear of childish
ness and the desire to be very grown up. 

2. The modern view seems to me to involve a false conception 
of growth. They accuse us of arrested development because we 
have not lost a taste we had in childhood. But surely arrested 
development consists not in refusing to lose old things but in 
failing to add new things? I now like hock, which I am sure I 
should not have liked as a child. But I still like lemon-squash. 
I call this growth or development because I have been enriched: 
where I formerly had only one pleasure, I now have two. But 
if I had to lose the taste for lemon-squash before I acquired 
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the taste for hock, that would not be growth but simple change. 
I now enjoy Tolstoy and Jane Austen and Trollope as well as 
fairy tales and I call that growth: if I had had to lose the fairy 
tales in order to acquire the novelists, I would not say that I 
had grown but only that I had changed. A tree grows because 
it adds rings: a train doesn't grow by leaving one station behind 
and puffing on to the next. In reality, the ca5C is stronger and 
more complicated than this. I think my growth is just as 
apparent when I now read the fairy tales as when I read the 
novelists, for I now enjoy the fairy tales better than I did in 
childhood: being now able to put more in, of course I get 
more out. But I do not here stress that point. Even if it were 
merely a taste for grown-up literature added to an unchanged 
taste for children's literature, addition would still be entitled 
to the name 'growth', and the process of merely dropping one 
parcel when you pick up another would not. It is, of course, 
true that the process of growing does, incidentally and unfortu
nately, involve some more losses. But that is not the essence of 
growth, certainly not what makes growth admirable or desir
able. H it were, if to drop parcels and to leave stations behind 
were the essence and virtue of growth, why should we stop at 
the adult? Why should not senile be equally a term of approval? 
Why are we not to be congratulated on losing our teeth and 
hair? Some critics seem to confuse growth with the cost of 
growth and also to wish to make that cost far higher than, in 
nature, it need be. 

3. The whole association of fairy tale and fantasy with child
hood is local and accidental. I hope everyone has read Tolkien's 
essay on Fairy Tales, which is perhaps the most important 
contribution to the subject that anyone has yet made. H so, you 
will know already that, in most places and times, the fairy tale 
has not been specially made for, nor exclusively enjoyed by, 
children. It has gravitated to the nursery when it became un
fashionable in literary circles, just as unfashionable furniture 
gravitated to the nursery in Victorian houses. In fact, many 
children do not like this kind of book, just as many children do 
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not like horsehair sofas: and many adults do like it, just as many 
adults like rocking chairs. And those who do like it, whether 
young or old, probably like it for the same reason. And none 
of us can say with any certainty what that reason is. The two 
theories which are most often in my mind are those of Tolkien 
and of Jung. 

According to Tolkien 1 the appeal of the fairy story lies in 
the fact that man there most fully exercises his function as a 
'subcreator'; not, as they love to say now, making a 'comment 
upon life' but making, so far as possible, a subordinate world 
of his own. Since, in Tolkien's view, this is one of man's proper 
functions, delight naturally arises whenever it is successfully 
performed. For Jung, fairy tale liberates Archetypes which 
dwell in the collective unconscious, and when we read a good 
fairy tale we are obeying the old precept 'Know thyself'. I 
would venture to add to this my own theory, not indeed of the 
Kind as a whole, but of one feature in it: I mean, the presence 
of beings other than human which yet behave, in varying de
grees, humanly: the giants and dwarfs and talking beasts. I 
believe these to be at least (for they may have many other 
sources of power and beauty) an admirable hieroglyphic which 
conveys psychology, types of character, more briefly than 
novelistic presentation and to readers whom novelistic pre
sentation could not yet reach. Consider Mr Badger in TM Wind 
in the WillorDs-tbat extraordinary amalgam of high rank, 
coarse manners, gruffness, shyness, and goodness. The child 
who has once met Mr Badger has ever afterwards, in its bones, 
a knowledge of humanity and of English social history which 
it could not get in any other way. 

Of course as all children's literature is not fantastic, so all 
fantastic books need not be children's books. It is still possible, 
even in an age so ferociously anti-romantic as our own, to write 
fantastic stories for adults: though you will usually need to 
have made a name in some more fashionable kind of literature 

1 J. R. R. Tolkien, 'On Fairy-Stories', Euay1 PTuenud w Charlu 
Willianu (19<1-7), p. 66 ff. 
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before anyone will publish them. But there may be an author 
who at a particular moment finds not only fantasy but fantasy
for-children the exactly right form for what he wants to say. 
The distinction is a fine one. His fantasies for children and his 
fantasies for adults will have very much more in common with 
one another than either has with the ordinary novel or with 
what is sometimes called 'the novel of child life'. Indeed the 
same readers will probably read both his fantastic 'juveniles' 
and his fantastic stories for adults. For I need not remind such 
an audience as this that the neat sorting-out of books into age
groups, so dear to publishers, has only a very sketchy relation 
with the habits of any real readers. Those of us who are blamed 
when old for reading childiah books were blamed when children 
for reading books too old for us. No reader worth his salt trota 
along in obedience to a time-table. The distinction, then, is a 
fine one: and I am not quite sure what made me, in a particular 
year of my life, feel that not only a fairy tale, but a fairy tale 
addressed to children, was exactly what I must write-<>r burst. 
Partly, I think, that this form permits, or compels you to leave 
out things I wanted to leave out. It compels you to throw all the 
force of the book into what was done and said. It checks what a 
kind, but discerning critic called 'the expository demon' in me. 
It also imposes certain very fruitful necessities about length. 

HI have allowed the fantastic type of children's story to run 
away with this discussion, that is because it is the kind I know 
and Jove best, not because I wish to condemn any other. But 
the patrons of the other kinds very frequently want to condemn 
it. About once every hundred years some wiseacre gets up and 
tries to banish the fairy tale. Perhaps I had better say a few 
words in its defence, as reading for children. 

It is accused of giving children a false impression of the 
world they live in. But I think no literature that children could 
read gives them less of a false impression. I think what profess 
to be realistic stories for children are far more likely to deceive 
them. I never expected the real world to be like the fairy tales. 
I think that I did expect school to be like the school stories. The 
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fantasies did not deceive me: the school stories did. All stories 
in whi~h children have adventures and successes which arc 
possible, in the sense that they do not break the laws of nature, 
but almost infinitely improbable, are in more danger than the 
fairy tales of raising false expectations. 

Almost the same answer serves for the popular charge of 
escapism, though here the question is not so simple. Do fairy 
tales teach children to retreat into a world of wish-fulfilment
'fantasy' in the technical psychological sense of the word
instead of facing the problems of the real world? Now it is here 
that the problem becomes subtle. Let us again lay the fairy tale 
side by side with the school story or any other story which is 
labelled a 'Boy's Book' or a 'Girl's Book', as distinct from a 
'Children's Book'. There is no doubt that both arouse, and 
imaginatively satisfy, wishes. We long to go through the look
ing glass, to reach fairy land. We also long to be the immensely 
popular and successful schoolboy or schoolgirl, or the lucky 
boy or girl who discovers the spy's plot or rides the horse that 
none of the cowboys can manage. But the two longings are very 
different. The second, especially when directed on something 
so close as school life, is ravenous and deadly serious. Its ful
filment on the level of imagination is in very truth compen
satory: we run to it from the disappointments and humiliations 
of the real world: it sends us back to the real world undivinely 
discontented. For it is all flattery to the ego. The pleasure con
sists in picturing oneself the object of admiration. The other 
longing, that for fairy land, is very different. In a sense a child 
does not long for fairy land as a boy longs to be the hero of the 
first eleven. Does anyone suppose that he really and prosaically 
longs for all the dangers and discomforts of a fairy tale ?-really 
wants dragons in contemporary England? It is not so. It would 
be much truer to say that fairy land arouses a longing for he 
knows not what. It stirs and troubles him (to his life-long 
enrichment) with the dim sense of something beyond his reach 
and, far from dulling or emptying the actual world, gives it a 
new dimension of depth. He does not despise real woods 
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because he has read of enchanted woods: the reading makes all 
real woods a little enchanted. This is a special kind of longing. 
The boy reading the school story of the type I have in mind 
desires success and is unhappy (once the book is over) because 
he can't get it: the boy reading the fairy tale desires and is 
happy in the very fact of desiring. For his mind has not been 
concentrated on himself, as it often is in the more realistic 
story. 

I do not mean that school stories for boys and girls ought 
not to be written. I am only saying that they are far more liable 
to become 'fantasies' in the clinical sense than fantastic stories 
arc. And this distinction holds for adult reading too. The 
dangerous fantasy is always superficially realistic. The real 
victim of wishful reverie does not batten on the Odyssey, The 
Tempest, or The Worm Ouroboros: he (or she) prefers stories 
about millionaires, irresistible beauties, posh hotels, palm 
beaches and bedroom scenes-things that really might happen, 
that ought to happen, that would have happened if the reader 
had had a fair chance. For, as I say, there are two kinds of 
longing. The one is an askesis, a spiritual exercise, and the other 
is a disease. 

A far more serious attack on the fairy tale as children's litera
ture comes from those who do not wish children to be fright
ened. I suffered too much from night-fears myself in childhood 
to undervalue this objection. I would not wish to heat the fires 
of that private hell for any child. On the other hand, none of 
my fears came from fairy tales. Giant insects were my specialty, 
with ghosts a bad second. I suppose the ghosts came directly 
or indirectly from stories, though certainly not from fairy 
stories, but I don't think the insects did. I don't know anything 
my parents could have done or left undone which would have 
saved me from the pincers, mandibles, and eyes of those many
legged abominations. And that, as so many people have pointed 
out, is the difficulty. We do not know what will or will not 
frighten a child in this particular way. I say 'in this particular 
way' for we must here make a distinction. Those who say that 
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children must not be frightened may mean two things. They 
may mean ( 1) that we must not do anything likely to give the 
child those haunting, disabling, pathological fears against which 
ordinary courage is helpless: in fact, phobias. His mind must, 
if possible, be kept clear of things he can't bear to think of. Or 
they may mean ( 2) that we must try to keep out of his mind the 
knowledge that he is born into a world of death, violence, 
wounds, adventure, heroism and cowardice, good and evil. H 
they mean the first I agree with them: but not if they mean the 
second. The second would indeed be to give children a false 
impression and feed them on escapism in the bad sense. There 
is something ludicrous in the idea of so educating a generation 
which is born to the Ogpu and the atomic bomb. Since it is so 
likely that they will meet cruel enemies, let them at least have 
heard of brave knights and heroic courage. Otherwise you arc 
making their destiny not brighter but darker. Nor do most of us 
find that violence and bloodshed, in a story, produce any haunt
ing dread in the minds of children. As far as that goes, I side 
impenitently with the human race against the modern reformer. 
Let there be wicked kings and beheadings, battles and dun
geons, giants and dragons, and let villains be soundly killed at 
the end of the book. Nothing will persuade me that this causes 
an ordinary child any kind or degree of fear beyond what it 
wants, and needs, to feel. For, of course, it wants to be a little 
frightened. 

The other fears-the phobias-are a different matter. I do 
not believe one can control them by literary means. We seem 
to bring them into the world with us ready made. No doubt the 
particular image on which the child's terror is fixed can some
times be traced to a book. But is that the source, or only the 
occasion, of the fear? If he had been spared that image, would 
not some other, quite unpredictable by you, have had the same 
effect? Chesterton has told us of a boy who was more afraid of 
the Albert Memorial than anything else in the world. I know 
a man whose great childhood terror was the India paper edition 
of the Encyclopaedia Bn"tannica-for a reason I defy you to 
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guess. And I think it possible that by confining your child to 
blameless stories of child life in which nothing at all alarming 
ever happens, you would fail to banish the terrors, and would 
succeed in banishin_g all that can ennoble them or make them 
endurable. For in the fairy tales, side by side with the terrible 
figures, we find the immemorial comforters and protectors, the 
radiant ones; and the terrible figures are not merely terrible, 
but sublime. It would be nice if no little boy in bed, hearing, or 
thinking he hears, a sound, were ever at all frightened. But if 
he is going to be frightened, I think it better that he should think 
of giants and dragons than merely of burglars. And I think 
St George, or any bright champion in armour, is a better com
fort than the idea of the police. 

I will even go further. If I could have escaped all my own 
night-fears at the price of never having known 'faerie', would 
I now be the gainer by that bargain? I am not speaking care
lessly. The fears were very bad. But I think the price would 
have been too high. 

But I have strayed far from my theme. This has been inevit
able for, of the three methods, I know by experience only the 
third. I hope my title did not lead anyone to think that I was 
conceited enough to give you advice on how to write a story for 
children. There were two very good reasons for not doing that. 
One is that many people have written very much better stories 
than I, and I would rather learn about the art than set up to 
teach it. The other is that, in a certain sense, I have never ex
actly 'made' a story. With me the process is much more like 
bird-watching than like either talking or building. I see pic
tures. Some of these pictures have a common flavour, almost a 
common smell, which groups them together. Keep quiet and 
watch and they will begin joining themselves up. If you were 
very lucky (I have never been as lucky as all that) a whole set 
might join themselves so consistently that there you had a com
plete story: without doing anything yourself. But more often 
(in my experience always) there are gaps. Then at last you have 
to do some deliberate inventing, have to contrive reasons why 
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these characters should be in these various places doing these 
various things. I have no idea whether this is the usual way of 
writing stories, still less whether it is the best. It is the only 
one I know: images always come first. 

Before closing, I would like to return to what I said at the 
beginoing. I rejected any approach which begins with the ques
tion 'What do modern children like?' I might be asked, 'Do 
you equally reject the approach which begins with the question 
"What do modern children need?" -in other words, with the 
moral or didactic approach?' I think the answer is Yes. Not 
because I don't like stories to have a moral: certainly not be
cause I think children dislike a moral. Rather because I feel 
sure that the question 'What do modern children need?' will 
not lead you to a good moral. If we ask that question we are 
assuming too superior an attitude. It would be better to ask 
'What moral do I need?' for I think we can be sure that what 
does not concern us deeply will not deeply interest our readers, 
whatever their age. But it is better not to ask the question at all. 
Let the pictures tell you their own moral. For the moral in
herent in them will rise from whatever spiritual roots you have 
succeeded in striking during the whole course of your life. But 
if they don't show you any moral, don't put one in. For the 
moral you put in is likely to be a platitude, or even a falsehood, 
skimmed from the surface of your consciousness. It is imperti
nent to offer the children that. For we have been told on high 
authority that in the moral sphere they are probably at least as 
wise as we. Anyone who can write a children's story without a 
moral, had better do so: that is, ifhe is going to write children's 
stories at all. The only moral that is of any value is that which 
arises inevitably from the whole cast of the author's mind. 

Indeed everything in the story should arise from the whole 
cast of the author's mind. We must write for children out of 
those elements in our own imagination which we share with 
children: differing from our child readers not by any less, or 
less serious, interest in the things we handle, but by the fact 
that we have other interests which children would not share 
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with us. The matter of our story should be a part of the habitual 
furniture of our minds. This, I fancy, has been so with all great 
writers for children, but it is not generally understood. A critic 
not long ago said in praise of a very serious fairy tale that the 
author's tongue 'never once got into his cheek'. But why on 
earth should it?-unless he had been eating a seed-cake. Noth
ing seems to me more fatal, for this art, than an idea that what
ever we share with children is, in the privative sense, 'childish' 
and that whatever is childish is somehow comic. We must 
meet children as equals in that area of our nature where we are 
their equals. Our superiority consists partly in commanding 
other areas, and partly (which is more relevant) in the fact that 
we are better at telling stories than they are. The child as reader 
is neither to be patronized nor idolized: we talk to him as man 
to man. But the worst attitude of all would be the professional 
attitude which regards children in the Jump as a sort of raw 
material which we have to handle. We must of course try to do 
them no harm: we may, under the Omnipotence, sometimes 
dare to hope that we may do them good. But only such good 
as involves treating them with respect. We must not imagine 
that we are Providence or Destiny. I will not say that a good 
story for children could never be written by someone in the 
Ministry of Education, for all things are possible. But I should 
Jay very long odds against it. 

Once in a hotel dining-room I said, rather too loudly, 'I 
loathe prunes.' 'So do I,' came an unexpected six-year-old 
voice from another table. Sympathy was instantaneous. Neither 
of us thought it funny. We both knew that prunes are far too 
nasty to be funny. That is the proper meeting between man 
and child as independent personalities. Of the far higher and 
more difficult relations between child and parent or child and 
teacher, I say nothing. An author, as a mere author, is outside 
all that. He is not even an uncle. He is a freeman and an equal, 
like the postman, the butcher, and the dog next door. 

SOMETIMES FAIRY STORIES MAY SAY BEST 
WHAT'S TO BE SAID 

In the sixteenth century when everyone was saying that poets 
(by which they meant all imaginative writers) ought 'to please 
and instruct', Tasso made a valuable distinction. He said that 
the poet, as poet, was concerned solely with pleasing. But then 
every poet was also a man and a citizen; in that capacity he ought 
to, and would wish to, make his work edifying as well as pleasing. 

Now I do not want to stick very close to the renaissance ideas 
of 'pleasing' and 'instructing'. Before I could accept either term 
it might need so much redefining that what was left of it at the 
end would not be worth retaining. All I want to use is the dis
tinction between the author as author and the author as man, 
citizen, or Christian. What this comes to for me is that there are 
usually two reasons for writing an imaginative work, which may 
be called Author's reason and the Man's. If only one of these 
is present, then, so far as I am concerned, the book will not be 
written. If the first is lacking, it can't; if the second is lacking, it 
shouldn't. 

In the Author's mind there bubbles up every now and 
then the material for a story. For me it invariably begins with 
mental pictures. This ferment leads to nothing unless it is 
accompanied with the longing for a Form: verse or prose, short 
story, novel, play or what not. When these two things click you 
have the Author's impulse complete. It is now a thing inside 
him pawing to get out. He longs to see that bubbling stuff 
pouring into that Form as the housewife longs to see the new 
jam pouring into the clean jam jar. This nags him all day long 
and gets in the way of his work and his sleep and his meals. It's 
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